
We use AI 
to cut cost & improve
insurance innovation

- at the same time.
…



There are 2 ways to be COMPETITIVE ($€£)

1. We can make better products/services = ‘Innovation’

Or,

2. We can cut costs



This gives the FD/CFO a dilemma

a) Spending on Innovation is a cost 

with no guarantee of a return

b) Cost cutting is unpopular and its 

hard to find significant savings

So what is the answer?



The answer is to do both
Q: Improve innovation, is it really possible?

Q: Cutting costs to drive value – is it real or 
just an ideal?

You will decide in the next 5 slides



Improving innovation (1 of 2)

a) As an insurer you expertly consider: market segment size, 
personas, risk models, perils, covers, prototypes, digital enablement, 
compliance, distribution … and more.

How innovation is done now – a, b, c.

b) Then these are fitted into a process, for example –

Set goal > pick team>  ideate <> prototype > refine > A/B testing > 
distribute

c)  Finally, start counting (monitoring) – count resources, timelines, 
dependencies, bottlenecks, contingency and so on.



Improving innovation (2 of 2)

Don’t change … keep doing what you have always done but use AI to 
(massively) improve the experience

How it could be done

Why? Because at the moment as insurers we like ‘hard data’. We only 
project manage what can be ‘seen or counted’. We dismiss ‘soft 
factors’ – unknown unknowns - as ‘woolly’ 

Our AI works like this. We’ve used AI to analyse projects from many 
insurers and discovered that there are 24 ‘soft factors’ that affect 
innovation – left unmonitored they can and do degrade projects

We have developed AI models that use patterns to surface these 24 
factors to make them visible and therefore, manageable



Cutting costs (1 of 2)

a) Without change its not possible to cut costs because over decades 
we’ve slowly built in and accepted a contingency margin of 5x (500%)

How its done now

b) Don’t shoot the messenger, this is not our data, its from McKinsey 
and others. They say, across all insurers over 80% of innovation 
projects ‘fail or disappoint’ i.e. 1 in 5 succeed.

c) Put simply, that means most insurers are paying up to 5x too much 
for 1 successful project. That’s where the potential for cost cutting up 
to 80% or - by our data = €500k to 16.5m for each programme cycle



Cutting costs (2 of 2)

a) Timing is everything as we will explain later (in ‘Final thoughts’)

How it could be done

b) Its worth baring in mind that McKinsey who called out the 5x 
problem are responsible themselves for implementing many of those 
same innovation projects.

c) Therefore, this is not a criticism of how things have been done, they 
were all worthy endeavours with the skills and technology of the time.

d) What we can do is acknowledge that the technology now exists 
which can enable clever people to do even smarter things



Conclusion: Yes, it is possible to ‘cut costs’ 
& at the same time improve ‘innovation’

Insurance is about managing risk which requires rigorous logic and 
hard facts to succeed

By using our AI you can use patterns to surface more ‘hard-facts’  to 
de-risk and improve innovation when previously it was not possible

This method is not onerous or expensive and it will give you a means 
to cut costs by up to 5x  i.e. it potentially it pays for itself.

Improved innovation is not just good for the bottom line, it improves 
morale, which builds confidence to create new and  better products



Final thoughts (1 of 2) - Timing

The opportunity - your ‘Tesla moment’
Remember, how all the petrol car manufacturers laughed at the idea of an electric car 
until Tesla made one and then they had no choice but do the same or, be left behind. 
The problem is, they probably will now always be behind. The financial markets knows 
it, which is partly why Tesla’s super high P/E ratio is  accepted and ‘baked in’.

The point we’re making is a way more subtle. Tesla grabbed the opportunity to make 
electric cars but at a time when it was fortuitously aligned with advances in battery 
technology. What you can do is similar, disrupt the way insurance innovation has been 
done for decades by using the advances in AI technology. 

The moral of the story is … be Tesla, decisively tap into a tech trend at the exact 
moment it becomes viable or, someone else will. 



The platform embeds know-how from Flow-State 
theory, Cognitive Surplus theory, Cognitive bias, 
Behavioral Psychology, Right Brain-Left Brain 
thinking, Lateral/Divergent thinking, Creative 
Democracy theory, Daoism (not DAO), Chaos 
theory, Surfacing subconscious ideas and much 
more …  expressed mathematically.

These are not ordinary patterns …

Final thoughts (2 of 2) – ‘AI Patterns’



Thank you for your 
interest

The best way to understand 
more is talk to us.

pete@data-sandwich.com

mailto:pete@data-sandwich.com
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